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SMASH helps local musicians

stay healthy by providing access

to free and low-cost medical,

dental, and mental health

services to low- and limited-

income working musicians plus

provide support for navigating

the complicated and frustrating

healthcare system.

IT'S OKAY

TO NOT BE

OKAY



The inspiration for the new SMASH branding comes from live music performances, DIY music magazines,

the long legacy of music, and wellness culture. The graphic elements are drawn from concert venues like

marquee lights, show posters, and other signage mixed with music magazines and wellness to create a

rock & roll meets bowie aesthetic. 

The goal of the brand is to reflect the music industry back to our members while also appealing to the

"larger than life" appeal that draws audiences into fandom. 

INSPIRATION

















DIY music mag vibes

layers

textures

real objects

typewriter

handwritten text on paper

torn edges

polaroids

DESIGN AESTHETIC
vintage & gritty 

high contrast

Buddah meets Bowie

live music elements

healthcare elements

wellness elements

diverse types of music performers  



Because orange is associated with the fruit of the same name, it can be associated with health and

vitality. In designs, orange commands attention without being as overpowering as red. Orange is for

creativity, youth and enthusiasm. It’s often considered more friendly and inviting, and less in-your-face.

Yellow signifies joy, happiness, optimism, idealism, imagination, and hope. 

Cool colors are the colors of night, of water, and of nature, and are calming and relaxing and are known to

lower respiration and blood pressure. Blue is used extensively to represent calmness, responsibility, trust,

and intelligence. Light blues are refreshing and friendly. Dark blues are strong and more reliable. Green

signifies health, good luck, renewal, youth, generosity, and service.

COLOR THEORY



Orange
#EA7B24

 

Yellow
#FDDB42

 

Dark Blue
#002E44

 

Light Blue
#85B8BE

 



SECONDARY PALETTE

Red
#972827

 

Green
#618B3C

 

Black
#231F20

 

White
#F6F6F6

 



MARQUEE LIGHTS LOGO



MARQUEE LIGHTS LOGO



3D LOGO



3D LOGO



WHITE LOGO



YELLOW LOGO



MULTI LOGO



TYPOGRAPHY

HEADING

Subheading

Body

Roboto Italics

Roboto Slab regular

Roboto Bold Caps

type
29LT Makina

Handwriting
AC Real Adult









BRAND ATTRIBUTES: Brand attributes represent the essence of the brand. These

core values are a set of characteristics that identify the physical, character and

personality traits of the brand, similar to the attributes that allow us to

consistently identify personalities, assets, and collateral. 

SECONDARY ATTRIBUTES: The secondary and tertiary characteristic descriptors

are multiple ways to express the meanings of the overarching attributes.

OUR BRAND VOICE



SINCERE COLLABORATIVE CREATIVE MISSION DRIVEN

DOWN TO EARTH
PLAIN SPOKEN

HUMAN
NON JUDGEMENTAL

EMPATHETIC
INFORMED

COMMUNAL
COOPERATIVE

WILLING
CULTURALLY COMPETENT

OPEN MINDED
 

ARTISTIC
IMAGINATIVE

CULTURED
STYLISH

 
 

CULTURAL CHANGE AGENT
ASPIRATIONAL

IDEALIST
REVOLUTIONARY

PASSIONATE
 

HONEST
TRUSTWORTHY

CONSISTENT
RELIABLE

ACCOUNTABLE
HEARTFELT

 

RECEPTIVE
INVITING

INCLUSIVE
WELCOMING
ACCESSIBLE

 

INNOVATIVE
PROBLEM SOLVERS

RESOURCEFUL
STRATEGIC

SYSTEMS THINKERS
 

ADAPTABLE
FOCUSED

COMMITTED
RESILIENT

SUSTAINABLE
 

COMMUNICATIVE
TRANSPARENT

DIRECT

CONNECTIVE
GENEROUS

STEWARD/GUIDE
CULTIVATING
ACTIVATING

 

 

HELPFUL
PROACTIVE
MOTIVATED
IMPACTFUL

PURPOSEFUL

OUR BRAND VOICE



Old Punks Never Die

Live Fast, Die Old

Live Long and Rock On

Healthcare is Selfcare

Don’t piss away your health  

It's okay to not be okay

Live Long and Rock & Roll

OUR BRAND VOICE



Who is it?

Low- and limited- income working musicians who live in King, Snohomish, Pierce, Kitsap,

Thurston or Mason County. 

What do they want? 

Access to low cost or no cost preventive healthcare services that meet the specific needs of

musicians.

Why do they want it? 

Healthcare is selfcare. In order to thrive creatively, artists have to be healthy, both physically and

mentally. 

A Character: 

BRAND STORYTELLING



Who is the villain? 

A complicated and expensive healthcare system that doesn’t meet the unique needs of musicians. 

External problem.

How to pay for preventative healthcare

How to navigate the health system

Internal problem.

Feelings of being overwhelmed, frustrated, unsure, unworthy, and/or confused.

Feeling apathetic about dealing with the healthcare system. "What's the point? "

Feelings of distrust of the system.

Philosophical problem.

Musicians shouldn’t have to be healthcare professionals to be able to navigate the system. 

Musicians shouldn't have to be wealthy to get access to high-quality preventative care. 

You shouldn’t have to be a cisgender white male to be trusted by a healthcare professional. 

Has a problem: 

BRAND STORYTELLING



Empathy: 

We understand because we are musicians, healthcare professionals, low-income,

community members ourselves.

We get it, seeing a doctor when it isn’t an emergency feels like a luxury, but it

shouldn’t be.

Authority: 

We have experience, partnerships, and a network that has a proven track record of

integrating artists into the healthcare ecosystem. 

And meets a guide: (thats us!) 

BRAND STORYTELLING



3 step process:

Apply to become a member.

Meet with member services for onboarding. 

Personalized preventative health roadmap. 

Agreement: 

Advocate for you as an individual and musicians

as a whole.

Partner in accessing and navigating the

healthcare system. 

Empower you to take control of your health. 

Who gives them a plan: 

BRAND STORYTELLING

Direct CTA: 

Become a member. 

Transitional CTA: 

Downloadable guide.

Resources page. 

Come to an event. 

Redeem your free ear plugs. 

 And calls them to action: 



From: 

Overwhelmed and burnt out musician who is apathetic about their health…

A musician who can't afford preventative healthcare... 

A musician who feels out of control of their physical and mental wellbeing…

To: 

… a musician taking steps to take care of themselves and in turn unleash their creativity. 

… an empowered musician taking their health into their own hands.

… a musician that feels supported, seen, and advocated for in the healthcare system. 

The character transforms: 

BRAND STORYTELLING



A musician who is engaging in low-cost or no-cost preventative healthcare that is curated to the

unique needs of their profession.

A musician who is no longer apathetic about their health and is empowered to care for

themselves. 

A musician who feels cared for and therefore focus their resources on other key living expenses

and their craft because our local musicians enrich our local culture, our economy, and our lives. 

A larger more acute health problem.

A big medical bill that could’ve been avoided through low cost or no cost preventative services. 

That ends in success:

And avoids a failure: 

BRAND STORYTELLING



Primary care sessions with traditional and naturopathic providers 

Hearing screening and protection

Comprehensive dental care at local partner clinics

Low barrier mental health treatment

Health insurance navigation

Health service navigation

SMASH helps local musicians stay healthy by providing access to free and low-cost medical, dental, and mental health services to

low- and limited-income working musicians, plus provides support for navigating a complicated and frustrating healthcare system.

WHAT SMASH OFFERS:

By providing access to and funding for health and wellness services, SMASH provides a safety net that allows our local musicians to be cared for

and focus their resources on other essential living expenses and their craft. In turn, our local musicians enrich our local culture, economy, and

lives. 

BOILERPLATE




